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Water witch Evian Brooks has plenty of problems — and a margarita-loving toad is the least of them. Her
scooter is on the fritz, her radio show has three listeners per week (including her mother) and there’s a beauty
pageant in town threatening to kill her with boredom. However, the promise of death becomes all too real
when Evian finds herself accidentally off-roading into a crime scene where Marilyn Johnson — famed
beauty queen — is dead in the water.

When Marilyn’s death is ruled a homicide, Evian starts asking questions. After all, if she can’t drive ratings
for her show, she’ll be next on the chopping block. Meanwhile, the medical examiner is covering up
evidence, the beauty contestants are brimming with secrets and a slew of wannabe karaoke stars are lying
through their vocal cords.

Evian’s not sure who to trust, but with grudging help from her toad and annoying input from a coven of
elders, she’s determined to unmask Eternal Springs’s murderer — before she’s next.

This book can be read as a standalone. It is book 4 in a 4 book series.

For more information on the author, please visit ginalamanna.com.
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From Reader Review Spell or High Water for online ebook

Maggie says

The entire cozy witch mystery genre can be a bit silly and generally goes for light hearted. This was slower
than some, but my more recent reads had been action oriented books and I may still be coming down from
that.

My fave of all her books is the Magic Inc book.

Gg Girl says

Worst crossover series ever

There was no continuity across the books. Each of the 4 books was based on a specific character. Great. But
the men each became involved w disappeared
There was this big secret about the school burning down when they were students. Intriguing plot line, but
there was no detail, no info on what happened, no detail about this catastrophic event that shaped their entire
lives
The books end w no hea for anyone. What was the point? Wasted time spent reading this series. While I like
the individual authors, this combined effort missed the mark.

Merry Chapman says

The 4th book in the Elemental Witches of Eternal Springs series can be read as a stand alone, but the series is
fun! This book centers on Evian Brooks a water witch who has a snarky toad familiar named Paul who is a
hoot. Evian owns a radio station where she is a DJ, but she is bored and wants something to entice her. There
is a huge beauty pageant in town and the favorite to win, Marilyn also know as Mary is looking for her 60th
pageant win. Evian rides her run-down scooter to work and while riding to work in the rain, the scooter goes
out of control and goes through a fence into a yard where the pageant girls are staying. Not only does she run
through the fence, but she stops before the pool and in the pool is the body of Marilyn. So begins the mystery
when she decides to look into the death herself, maybe she could even be an investigative reporter on the
radio, now that would interest her. She is also in competition with Skye a newspaper reporter for the story
and with the strange coverup of information by the medical examiner and with so many potential suspects
including a love interest, can she solve this mystery before anything else happens? Will the murderer go after
Evian? So many twists and turns and red-herring, just when you think you figured out the puzzle, you are
given a surprise at the end! I received and ARC from the author but the opinions expressed here are strictly
my own.

Anna says

A water witch, her toad, a hot mechanic, an island of beauty queens, and a murderer



A water witch named Evian Brooks and her toad familiar Paul...solving mystical mysteries as well as human
ones. A cozy little murder mystery. Friends, or are they enemies, who grudgingly help with the mystical side
of things. A little love interest. Definitely worth the time to check it out. Now I need to read the 3 prior books
set on Eternal Springs bookiverse. I received this book in exchange for an honest review.

Dana Jackson-lange says

A fun, easy read. I love Gina LaManna's books and have read almost everything she has written. Spell or
High Water can be read as a stand alone. Elemental Witches of Eternal Springs is a series written by 4
different authors. Each author writes a story about the witches bound to a magical island due to magical
mishap that happened when they were still in school.

This book follows Evian Brooks as she sorts through the murder of a beauty pageant contestant on the brink
of her 60th win. Evian is local radio owner/DJ. As all good witches, Evian has a familiar, but her familial is a
high maintenance toad named Paul. Evian battles the weather, her scooter, and an unforeseen monster to try
and catch a murderer. Along the way she might even find love interest.

Marsha says

This little cozy mystery is a two for one. There's the main focused on murder, but there is also a mystery in
the magical part of this world. This series features 4 witches that had caused some issues many years ago,
and were forced to remain on the island of Eternal Springs, to keep the 'portal' into the magic world
protected. I admit, I haven't read the previous three books, (this is book four and I assume the final book in
the series,) and I had no trouble following, although there was some stuff mentioned briefly in this book, that
I have to assume was played out or at least given more detail about in the other books. For example, what
exactly the 4 witches did to cause them this punishment. The setting for this book is in a 'real' place and not a
magical world, but the humans do not know about the four girls being witches. And as far as I could tell from
this book, there were no other supernatural beings there... with the exception of the Protagonist's familiar.. a
toad named Paul. As far as the mystery itself goes, there are plenty of suspects. There isn't much of the
police involvement, as you often see in cozies, when the amateur sleuth goes sticking their nose in the
investigation. It wasn't a very complex crime, but finding motives and alibi's is primarily what the heroine
was looking for. There is also a bit of romance, though it was really nothing much. (It is a totally clean and
safe read.) The characters are interesting. Some a little more quirky than others. The book itself was well
written, but I will admit, its not my favorite by this author. It wasn't bad or anything, but there was something
missing, that I just can't pin point. Of course since I hadn't read the other books in the series first, I may be
missing out on something.

Krystyna says

Paul the margarita loving toad is great

Another great read in the series. She is a water witch and works at the local radio station. Running late is
nothing new but having an accident which leads to discovering a dead body is. Especially as the body turns



up to be the favourite in the upcoming beauty pageant and had been murdered. Her boss wants her to look
into the death and her own curiosity drives her to. Finding answers from people is harder than it looks and
she's also got a gardening problem. One that has turned her whole garden into a mud bath. With her
margarita swimming toad (love when he dresses up in a yellow slicker etc) they must find the answers or a
killer will get off scot free and the island will turn into a place of desolation. Plus the hunk that she's aways
had a soft spot for is actually asking her out. Can she take a chance on him? A great little plot with light
relief from the toad.

Laura says

This is a great book; this is the fourth book in the Elemental Witches of Eternal Springs series written by
Gina Lamanna. Water witch Evian Brooks has plenty of problems — and a margarita-loving toad is the least
of them. Her scooter is on the fritz, her radio show has three listeners per week (including her mother) and
there’s a beauty pageant in town threatening to kill her with boredom. However, the promise of death
becomes all too real when Evian finds herself accidentally off-roading into a crime scene where Marilyn
Johnson — famed beauty queen — is dead in the water. When Marilyn’s death is ruled a homicide, Evian
starts asking questions. After all, if she can’t drive ratings for her show, she’ll be next on the chopping block.
Meanwhile, the medical examiner is covering up evidence, the beauty contestants are brimming with secrets
and a slew of wannabe karaoke stars are lying through their vocal cords. This is a great book with a
wonderful story and well developed characters. This book will keep you reading long into the night. If you
are looking for a great book with humor and mystery, then you need to read this book. I am looking forward
to reading the next book by this great author.

Debi Paglia says

Loved this book! Loved the idea of the 4-book series by 4 different authors. Ms. LaManna has such a great,
wacky imagination, which makes her books intriguing and funny! I would recommend all 4 books in this
series, but especially this one. If you like funny paranormal with surprise endings, then you’ll love Ms.
LaManna’s books!

Bookgyrl says

Cute cozy mystery, the fourth in a combined series of 4 authors. I am a big fan of Gina LaManna so I had to
read this one, even when cozies are not really my thing (anymore).

Evian Brooks is a water witch and lives in Eternal Springs. She is a radio DJ (even when she only has a
couple of listeners) and her familiar is a toad named Paul (!). When she drives her scooter through a hedge
she finds the body of a beauty pageant queen and decides to investigate.

The storyline is the same as lots of cozies, but Gina always adds something special.



Miss W Book Reviews says

Spell or High Water is Book 4 in the Elemental Witches of Eternal Springs Series. In this last book in the
Series, we get to spend some time with water witch, Evian Brooks and boy does she have her hands full.
Firstly, I absolutely love her familiar Paul, who happens to be a toad! There is a beauty pageant in town and
the contender to win,her 60th win at that, winds up face down in a pool murdered, discovered by Evian who
crashes her always broken down scooter into the body!

There are so many suspects, including a potential love interest. She doesn't know who to trust, including the
Medical Examiner, who is also covering up evidence.

I was guessing who the murderer is until the very end. I definitely didn't see that one coming!
I enjoyed this book so much, as much as the first 3 in the series. I am hoping there will be more stories
coming out of Eternal Springs!

Mike Lewis says

A fun and entertaining story

A fun and entertaining story with a great cast of characters. Look for in a series of four separate books
written by four separate author verse each writing about a separate which character on a small island off of
New Jersey. Each book can be read individually but all are intertwined with their characters in location and
timeline. Each author also writes many other which he cozy mystery series and has joined together on this
one to create an outstanding group of stories. Check them all out

E says

Any book by Gina LaManna is worth picking up and reading, all of her books are fantastic!
This is book#4 in the new Elemental Witches of Eternal Springs Series written by 4 different authors. Each
author writes about one of the 4 witches that are bound to live on the island of Eternal Springs forever due to
a magical accident that happened 13 years ago when they were still in school. This book is about water witch
Evian Brooks. Evian Brooks owns/operates and is a DJ at the local radio station Hex 66.6. Unfortunately due
to magical glitches, the radio station is stuck on calypso music when the talk shows aren't on and even when
they are no one listens. Adding to her problems is her familiar Paul who is a Toad and her scooter that is on
the fritz. On her way to work she gets into an accident and stumbles onto the cottage property where all the
beauty pageant contestants are staying while they're in town. As she tries to gather herself after the crash, she
notices that Paul is staring into the pool. Unfortunately one of the beauty contestants is face first in the pool.
As much as she tries to stay put of it, she gets involved to get justice for the contestant and maybe she just
might get a boost in her ratings. Oh, by the way something is eating her lawn & garden so she'll have to
figure that out too before it spreads to the whole town. Pick up your copy today to see how it all plays out.



Patrea Beard says

Overall

Decent story and overall good read. Some annoying spots an editor should have caught. I like the Eternal
Springs world and look forward to future books.

I always like to comment on the familiars and have to say Paul was my least favorite. Also no real mentions
of the others familiars. No Tut which I also missed. I like that Paul likes Margaritas. Still think Zola's
familiar Clover may be my favorite but I did like Kenna's Gerald also.

Evian's neighbour might be murdered if she were mine but....

Kerry says

An enjoyable conclusion to this fun crossover series! I liked Evian and appreciated that Mason was up front
about his interest. I do wish this series as a whole had a bit more romance or that the men from previous
installments showed up later as well. As with the other books, the mystery was great. I will say that Paul was
not my favorite familiar out of the group. I also found myself skimming a little towards the end with the Bob
and Bertha thing. Overall though an enjoyable story and series!


